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CPREFACEJ 
/ Chose this topic out of the inquisition interest to analyse the 
gradual development of the Indian painting of Modem period in time of the 
subjects techniques and styles, and efforts of the artist to being Indian art 
about a strong stand part at present. 
we are going to analyse Krishen Khanna's Work and Style and 
technique of Paintings through this disseration. 
All these Considerations arise when one addresses onself to a 
review of the art of Krishen Khanna, certainly one of the few important 
painters in India today. For, if he has not himself self-consciously asked 
such questions, he has at least solved some of them in the only way in which 
a painter can through paint. So that his work mirrors not only all the current 
conflicts in India, but marks the turning point of a completely new epoch of 
development. 
I have to go through news papers, magzines and catalougs of 
recent exhibitions of Krishen Khanna. Biographical notes are prepared 
mainly by latest material of the artist. Paintings reproduced in this disseration 
are photographed by special permission from the concerned authorties of 
National Gallery of Modern Art, Delhi, Dhoomimal Gallery of Delhi, 
Kumar Gallery and the collection ofLalit Kala Akademi New Delhi. 
lam greatful to the authorties oftheseGalleryfor their permission 
to reproduce paintings and provide me related material for my disseration. 
I I 
/ must apologise their act of Courtesy. 
I must humbly apologise for any inaccurate acknowledgement. 
Should there be any, J shall dutifully remedy in advertences in the next 
opportunity. 
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In this contemporary world Indian Artists has 
discovered a particular style and a particular place 
in the world of Modern Art. Artists are practicing 
and working continuously on different styles and 
paintings with their own choice and temprament. What 
they like on canvases. Artists have full freedom to 
paint. What so ever they like. The work is going on 
its peak and they have tough competetion with other 
artists of the world. Now Indian modern art have its 
own identification. 
Though, India is not much developed Country 
in field of life, yet her uniqueness lies in the 
fact that in her lap different people belonging to 
different religions and languages flourish. In future, 
it may get her due place in every field. In India 
there is mixture of many ideas and thoughts because 
in India there are numbers of religions, cultures 
and traditions. Because of this mixture it does not 
give rise to any particular art or thought v/hich can 
lead country towards development. 
In the beginning of 1960 a new generation of 
artist were coming up in all the societies. Indian 
artists always tried to creat confusion in Indian 
art. They breaked the profession discipline which 
the old painters admired. K.C.S. paniker mixed the 
motoer with religious themes on the other hand G.R. 
Santosh's paintings dipicts sexual acess. 
During this period in India any kind of art 
was ignored. This is modernist attitude from the 
early 1970, the young artist began to describe a life 
around. 
In Indian modern art Krishan Khanna intrduces 
the possibility of inter subjectivity by look and 
gestures. 
Nature is Krishen Khanna's theme as we see 
from his paintings. Nature as the inner view, a kind 
of hopkinsian inscape which is unmeaningful unless 
we sense the sprung rhythm. In this inner view presented 
outwordly as the painter' s involvement with technique. 
The first quality and the prime quality in 
Krishen Khanna's art is that he is aware of difference 
between spectacle and vision, the difference between 
imagery and their imaginative function.' Which is 
intuition. So he uses these elements of the visible 
world to describe the invisible. The imanating the 
effulgent light we can see, is one recurring running 
theme. 
The world of art is universal, for all that 
you experience is paint, that must have its sensations 
in you: the world of man is Universal, for man is a 
compound of biology and emotion, and the truth is 
that you are a real as your acceptance of the reality 
of those around you. But the content of art is personal, 
and so is the style of the artist. What has been seen 
by a painter, is made real and is real as the matter 
of his mind. The reality that matters, therefore is 
memory. 
The group of younger artists modified and 
come to abstract style. The work of 50s and 60s 
assimilate the language of non-objective art from 
west. These painters explores the possibilities of 
texture their mood withdrawn the subjectmatter is 
surpassed rather than rejected the newness was its 
texture, tentions and colour just a position. There 
is reduction of line and reduction of interior space, 
Moment and tensions, depth and high points. This art 
is more intellectual the pictorial art. 
A number of artist who were figurative artists 
turned to abstract painters for instense Krishen 
Khanna. Ram Kumar, Birn De, k.G., Subramayam and 
others. M.F. Husain should also be mentioned as an 
important member of this change. 
Krishen khanna growing his awareness of the 
difference between perception and vision, the images 
are abstracted from the experience and presented in 
an autonomous dynamic movement, with a textural 
virtuosity of monochrmatic colours. 
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CHAPTCR - 1 
Historical Progress 
of Indian Modern A t 
'^ '^  ^ ^ 
Before 1947 India was under British empire and 
this effected the Ijidian aritsts as well as Indian art. 
From 1940 Indian stopped the imitation of European 
style a nd Begain to follow the historical development 
of our own specially the work was started from the 
Calcutta's Modern School of Indian Painters in the 
movement of national reawakening. Goomarswamy has always 
appreciated the Bengal painters for their true Indian 
ness and immediate relevence. Actually for this change 
credit should go to E. B. Havell. Who was always against 
the English system of art education that is being 
introduced in India by the British ruler Havell was 
deeply sorry for the decay of Indian style of Art and 
he fully blamed the administratior of that period. 
Because of ruling race he was more powerfull and 
dominating Indian Art has always been inferior to that 
Europe. 
Havell started making aesthetic propositions in 
order to save Indian art and culture from the humiliation 
of being crushed under the wheel of British academic 
rule. Expressing the depth and significance of Indian 
he says 
"Indian art is essentially, idealistic, 
symbolic and transcendental. '  Indian art' 
he continues appeals only to the imagination, 
and strives to realize the spirituality and 
1. Amit Mukopadhya 'The art situation before 1940" 
Lalit Kala Contemporary -32 1985 P-24. 
abstruction of a supra-terrestrial sphere". 
This was like key for Indian Aesthetic thought 
which was essentially diffrent from the naturalistic, 
materialistic western ideals according to him, Indian 
art was born in the open air of raw atmosphere it cannot 
survive in the artificial atmosphers of the European 
drawing room. Havell writings has created solid impact 
and it had led to requestioning and reassesing the art 
situation prevailling art under the British. When Kumar 
swamy responded to Havells views, the issue took shape 
into revilalizing and rehadilitaitng Indian Art. Havell 
too inspired with 17th century painting of Mughal and 
Hindu. 
He worked as principle of Madras school of Art from 
1884 to 1886 and there after he was transferred to 
Calcutta "Being a real teacher and an ardent art critic 
inspite of being a Britsher he said that the way western 
art being introduced here forcefully and the method 
there of is wrong because in the basic style of an 
art. "2 
Subject of Calcutta painters are of Indian history, 
romance and epic, and from the mythology and religious 
litrature as well as from the life of common people. 
2. Dr. L.C. Sharma a Brief history of Indian painting 
Goval Dublishers House, Meerut. P-188-189. 
Their importence lies in their distinctive Indiannesss 
Though the Indianness took their style back to several 
years work. We can say that it was the first time when 
Indian artist thought freely in their own Indian style, 
but still their was some week point which was inharetea 
by the artists. There were many painting which were 
graceful but week in drawing and colouring. 
It is confirm that Indian Art moment was born out of 
the cultural regeneration and was part of nationalist 
Bengal schools of artist works were almost excepted. 
"But slowly the bias that gave a dominent nationalist 
overtone to art exposed to the jungus of a strange 
parochial nationalism"^ The modern Indian painter 
displayed their work of traditional art in the modern 
environment. According to the changing social and cultural 
circumstances the Bengal School artist painted the same 
subjects again in the same manner. 
Few terms like 'Spiritual', 'mystic,' rhythemic' 
lyrical become very common among artists which give all 
Indian art a super real image. But the artist saw that 
they are going in loss in this self treated image. He 
often thought that background will give him support in 
this changing environment. 
Situation was so complicated lotes of changes have 
gone through in the unchanging India. 
Bengal school artist could not apprehend the true 
3. Havell "The Heritage of India 
D.B. Rana Porevalla Sons & Co. Pvt. Ltd. BoitJDay, P-189 
nature of the problem they could not come out of the 
boundries of Ajan1;a frescoes, Mughal miniatures and 
Rajput painting and remained uneffected by the happening 
of the world around them . They hardly know the 
revolutionary changes going around them. On the other 
Side an intresting change took place in the field of 
art. Under the influence of European the folk art was 
not given importance it was time of its decay and new 
patterns of art was coming up. The folk and traditional 
artist became poorer because of economic and social 
pressures were too much for them they slowly migrated 
to Calcutta. And on the same place a group of craftman 
came from village and setteled in Kalighat these craft 
men has changed their place because the landlords of 
that village asked them for extra taxes because they 
used clay and take wood from the forest. 
In fact the whole tradition of folk art and culture 
was alienated the main reason of this aleanation was 
mainly the geographical diffusinon of the folk culture 
as is evident from the delocalization of folk art. 
Uprooting from the agriculture rural it took shelter in 
the urban set up os Calcutta city. But this geographical 
diffusion failed to get its foot hold due to lack of 
vertical diffusion of tradition. A kind of psychological 
distance was created because patuas entered into a new 
8 
woeld of uroan life so their work adoopted urban biase 
but language remain largely mystic. 
Patna art floourished on the shelter of mysth or 
belief system he makes distinction with the work of the 
primitive arts. In the primitive arts we can see the 
representation of the rhythem of a man or a deer. The 
world of myths is not the world we live in. It is the 
world of universal essance. it is the world of its own 
harmony and patuas were crystalized in it. 
"The Universal element was nothing but the 
collective cunconcious as Carl Junk calls it so 
and clarifies further. "The part of the psyche 
that retains and transmits the common 
psychologtical inheritance of mankind"^ 
For the folk artists symbols were part of their 
life. They were mostly related natural things season, 
rain, crops, automn etc. It was only natural, therfore 
that the peoples need to assert mass unity in the 
resistence to oppression should revive memories, of and 
take couloures from the archetypal patterns of their 
previous experience of group life and to creat these 
mentioned patterns through symbolic forms they lied on 
ritula, magic and religion in the purest form because 
the initiater wass himself was the painter and singer 
4. Joseph Henderson, Ancient Myths and Modern Man an 
Essay in 'Man and His symbols', P-107. 
at the same time. 
The Patuas of chakkhu dan Pat acted priest among 
santhalas and they used to point human being without 
eyes. The patuas used to explain the cause of death 
which the thought as the evil act ot nature. Patuas 
would sing and explain the needs of dead man. It was an 
indirect way of earning because the family members of 
the dead person would donate all the objects mentioned 
to the artist. And this how Patuas lived. After coming 
in the contact of uroan life folk lash its mutual magic 
religious function. Artists who till now painted from 
hiadue mythology, death and life after death who were 
close with tribals and village people work togther. 
Jamini Roy turning towards the folk tradition was only 
a search for elemental truth. The position he took came 
as a personal aesthetic pictorial belief. 
Many people get conuse in Patua art and Primitive 
art these both art are different. Patua Art fourished 
on a coherent myth but the case of primitive art is 
totally diffrent primitive art always presented the 
facts of nature like, man deer, hunting scenes and 
never dipicted any myth legehd or religion because it 
is a corce of mans eill upon nature Jamini Roy's approach 
to word this art is not like an outsider but as one who 
had an intimate knowledge and understanding root of the 
folk culture. 
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Bengal school artists were very much depend upon 
the classical tradition of Ajanta, Mughal and Rajput 
miniatures taking inspiration from Japanses, Chinese 
and Western art beside it. 
The climate of art changed after the independence 
aijd its because of not only political but economical 
and social change. Artist become active in production 
of their work and publicity and on those recent year 
many people took art as their profession. In early days 
artists future was only a teacher but today artists 
future has become bright he have many oppertunities. 
Two decades ago the situation was quite unknown that 
freelance artists are able to live on the sales. In 
1947 there was only one art gallary and one society but 
today there are number of gallaris, akademis, Halls and 
art organisation all of them in full use. There are 
dealers who help to show and distribute the artist work 
Thus the process is going on in modest way. To understand 
contemporary art very sensitive audience are needed but 
it is no like that, that is why art does not get that 
muchresponsive and understanding environment. It is 
difficult to get great arts of artistic creativity 
without active participation, appreciation and support 
by the whole of society. 
Art in India is enjoying full freedom, but still 
there is an isolation which is hidden is that the 
6. Jaya Apposwamy, Indian art since Independence "The 
critical vision" Lalit Kala Akadimi,New Delhi,P-41. 
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production is not in deman. 
"For new work to be recognised and valued one 
presuppose the existence of taste, imaigination 
and judgment in society again the modern artist 
sets a high value on originality and this 
originality itself divides him from his public, 
which has to acquire a feeling for his art."^ 
Today work in India has succeded in establising the 
autonomy of art. Artist can judge what art should be 
like and how it should be. by getting freedom Artist 
has many choice wether he shall paint cans or clocks 
landscapes space or geometrical design. Art has divided 
into two kind figurative and abstract, the choise of 
the subject matter helps art to understand a certain 
period of art. The subject matter has often been a 
limitation and still is one some people tend to lean 
upon, since last fifty years the anti moment subject 
matter moment is a proof of the desire of purity and 
autonomy in art. 
Modern art is related with the main theme is tries 
to eliminate, ornaments, illusions and unconsequental 
accretion. In such work the presence of figure is not 
necessary but outside any cryteria can value it. 
Accoriding to Foccilon statement in his defination. 
"A work of Art is an attempt to express 
12 
somathing that is unique it is an affermation 
of something that is whole, complete emd 
absolute. But it is like wise an integral 
part of a system of highly complex relationship 
A work of art results from an alcogather 
independent activity; It is the translation 
of a free and exalted dream may be plainly discerned. 
And a work of art is both matter and mind, 
both form and content."'' 
And once again the critics will define it according 
to their own study and research. But the artist always 
apprectate his work whenever he get the chance to do 
so. The meaning brought out by the critic are very 
different from that of artist sense of his work, the 
lover of work of art is the man of true sensitivity and 
wisdom- love it for art is the man of true sensitivity 
and wisdom- love it for itself along in his strong 
belief that he may posses its every sense. A work of art 
is immersed in the pool of time and it belongs to the 
eternity. 
An artist is also a creator and a destroyer. He 
plays a double role. He destroys by creating a new 
order and reality of experience. That is because newness 
always make history of old. The reality of art is not 
to be found in the figurative or abstract themes but in 
7. Foceilon Goetz 'Five thousand years of Indian • 
Art.'Holle & Co. Verlage Baden, P-287. 
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the visual validity. 
The visitor who have done survey on Indian art 
found it very miscellaneous. A big difference was noticed 
in the art of Metropolitan cities and villages. The art 
o town can be called art of the anonymous mind. Production 
was influenced by desingn and decorative from' the highly 
sophisticated and fashion oriented to the adornment of 
ordinary thing, Indian love towards ornament, decoration 
and bright colour can be seen in all staus of society. 
Amit 
Art produced since 1947 could be divided into three 
categories to reduce it from self willed. The group of 
artist of 1940 and 50 are now a senior generation are 
called painter of transition. They span the era from 
the nostalgic time of the Bengal school to modern 
international art is by represented by such artist as 
Sailoz Mukharjee, B.C. Sanyal, K.K. Hebbar, S.Chandra 
or N.S. Bindu, these artist painted in oil and carried 
over the romanticism of the preceding period though the 
subject they took were from the life of people though 
the subject they took were from the life of people. The 
style was influenced by tertpra painting with flat collur, 
with particular emphaisse on the line and rhythemic use 
of line and decoration. There is the desire to be 
Indian in both technique and spirit. The siibject matter 
14 
of this moment has some importence they used idealise 
even ordianry things. 
A younger group of painter modified and come to 
abstract style. The work of 1950 and 60s assimilate the 
language of non-objective art from the west. These 
painters explores the pooioilities of texture- there 
palette tend to be somber and their mood withdraen the 
subject matter is surpassed rather than rejected the 
newness was its texture, tentions and colour just a 
position. There is reduction of line and reduction of 
interior space, Moment and tensions, depth and high 
points are suitle and careful. This art is more 
intellectual the pictorial art. 
"A number of artist who were figurative artist 
turned to abstract painters for instence Krisl!ina Khaima, 
Ram Kumar, Birn De, K.G. Subramanyam and others. M.F. 
Husain should also be mentioned as an important catalyst 
of this change. M. F. Husain's painting is not fully 
abstractive but semiabstract Laxman Pai also comes 
under the same category''^ . 
The preoccupation with the surface of the painting 
and its elaooration into texture and college is continued 
by a young gropups of artist of Baroda. Piraj Sagar 
worked with metal, wood and nails. Vinod Shah uses 
fabric and Joram patel worked on burnt wood. the intrest 
in texture is decreasing. 
8. Ibid , P-289. 
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K.rishen Khanna was born in 1925 in 
Lyallpur in the pre-partition Punjab and studied at the 
Imperical Service College, Windsor, on a Rudyird Kipling 
scholarship. He graduated in English literature from 
the Government College, Lahore, in 1945, but importantly 
took simultaneous lessons in painting at the Mayo school 
of Art there. He resigned a banking position in 1962 to 
build up a painting career. His work has been widely 
featured in the major exhibitions of the contemporary 
expression in India, in the Biennials of Tokyo, Sao 
Paulo and Venice, and at the Gallery Graham 63 in New 
York. He has held one-man shows of his pictures at the 
Leicester Galliries, London, the Watkins Gallery, 
Washington D.C., and in Bombay, Delhi, Calcutta and 
Madras. 
"Krishen Khanna has graduated in his 
paintings from a figurative imagery to a forthrightly 
non-representational art; the figure was consequential 
only as form, and he soon discovered that he could 
creat forms without the figure. With all the emergent 
freedom in the articulation of forms, he has come to 
terms with his materials, bending hes faculty to their 
discipline-and limitations"^. Painting is, first and 
last, a plastic statement of a subjective experience; 
1. Ramchandra Rao P.R. 'Contemporary Indian Art,1996 P-24. 
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its impact is sensory; it serves no metaphysical ends. 
Paintings are valid for what they are, in themselves; 
not for what they are about, for their manifest or 
allusive references of subject of context. "Aj:t to Krishen 
Khanna is a ceaseless questioning of values, a perpetual 
movement; it cannot be tethered, statically, to 
tradition; for, the experience of tradition is at a 
long remove from the artist's changed situation of 
today; the conjunctures are different and call forth 
different responses. Yet, in the modern context, a 
shrinking world has thrown its doors open to the 
interaction of dynamic movements of art; art has become 
an international expression, and ideas and meanings are 
rapidly disseminated across the frontiers of geography 
and poltics, to be transmuted ar rejected". . An artist 
is in a continual becoming, a ceaseless discovery of 
himself; in this process there can be no absolutes, and 
the measure of his accomplishment is conditioned by 
change. The style of an artist cannot, therefore, be an 
immutable quality; the question is whether he is authentic 
in his formulations, whatever their impulsion, not 
whether he was arrived at a recognisable style, a kind 
of trade mark. 
The different in the making of Krishen 
Khanna is his growing awareness of the different between 
perception and vision; the images are abstracted from 
2. Ibid P-24 
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the experience and presented in an autonomous, 
monochromatic colour , in interlocked planes, which can 
structure will to construction; his work is significant 
for what it holds; it is today, as all art must be, 
tentative. 
In Krishan Khanna's paintings there are 
some points which ought to be kept in mind to understand 
the metamorphosis that took place till the end of the 
fifties. Those who formed the hierchy then had been 
practicing figurative painting for fifteen years.Figure 
painting were associated almost in separately with a 
litrary theme; often the subject, itself was the image 
Krishan Khanna's painted fisher woman, music and games. 
No doubt these paintings must have felt that figure 
game had been played out and non of them had gone 
through the whole graphic expressionism and presenting 
the view of life through them. He had hardly used the 
figures as a kind of symbols figure was done away when 
there was no need for symbolical expression. When Krishen 
Khanna reached the stage of painting musician music 
raticals and Ram Kumar reached the stage of- pot raying 
the land-scape. 
One canpaint Tabla and Sarangi in some 
form one can also paint ghats of Banara and street of 
Banaras or a city scape in the form of expressionism. 
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From 1956 again figurative work startad as they started 
making nudes with cacti with lamp, with the hawk and 
vulture etc. 1966 painting such as the three philosophers 
which represented Mullah, Pandit and Raboi its difficult 
to define the best work of this period. 
In the mid of sixties Krishen Khanna's work give some 
solution, it consist of stranderdised space and the 
standardised figure which are the main things to creat 
illusion of realism. He is trying to figure out the way 
it is given epic. According to Joseph James 
"It was neverthless apparent in his work thaat he 
could take on greater dimensionand move over larger 
domains over which the earlier cast distinction 
between the traditional and the modrenistic was 
ceasing to have any merit at all. With the end of 
last sixties colonial phase in modern Indian 
painting could be said to have quite definitly 
ended"^ . 
achievement was of some importanca thing that it 
has formed compatibity between traditional views 
and norms and modernistic medium. 
By the '60s Khanna had fallen too much in love with the 
paint, brush and canvas. Sailing in two boats at the 
same time- job as a banker and painting- was becoming 
difficult for him. He quit his job in 1961 aivi took to 
3. James Joseph 'A Search for identity Publishers of Artends 
1974 P-28 
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full-time painting. "Anyway, I had joined Grindlays 
because I needed a job not because I had a great 
affinity for banking," Khanna justifies his decision 
after three and a half decades. 
"However, I had to learn a lot, " says 
Khanna about his initial years as a painter. "My dravdngs 
were really bad' and so I drew and drew and drew to 
perfect the most basic requirement in a painter. " 
There were other problems too. PAG had disbanded in the 
early'50s and all its members had gone their own way . 
Souza, Raza and Padamsee had left for Paris and Bakre 
had left for London.Husain was in Bombay trying to gain 
a foothold and it was left to Khanna to carve his own 
path, Which he did with impunity. He was not only 
exhibiting more but was also perfecting his art through 
hard work and "looking at the works of others 
intelligently". He feels, "Looking is one thing and 
putting it down on paper in a comprehensive form is 
another matter. So it has been a long process of 
comprehension for me." 
Looking back at PAG now, Khanna admits 
that the group's achievement was "incredible". "When 
you want to get away from a tradition you have to 
condemn everything which these talented PAG artists 
did. They showed new ways for instance, the conventional 
way of painting was to flatten the paint and the brush. 
4. The Poineer Sunday Nov. 1996, P-7,Art Section 
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whereas these guys were saying that if you want to 
lagao your paint, lagao it the way you want. There is 
no need to theorise about it. The PAG fellows were 
better than conventional painters who were inhabiting 
institutions like the J. J. School of Art, " Khanna 
gives a rather long explanation for the rise and 
subsequent impact of "PAG^ " on Indian art. 
He wants to add a word or two on the 
academic art propagated at JJ School: "When you talk of 
academics you think academic painting is some sort of 
proper noun. In larger context it actually means an 
attitude of mind, an attempt to find a nook for yourself 
by choosing safe parameters. PAG broke away from all 
this. Painters like Souza and Husain, for the first 
time, were using motifs from Khajuraho in thier paintings 
which no one had done earlier. 
According to Khanna, PAG in a very brief 
period did what it had promised. "A number of late 
entrants like me grew up watching them. Even the founders 
of this group were growin. I have works that .Husain did 
in the'40s. what you find in them and his later paintings 
show a definite growth. Same is the case with Raza. Now 
he is into bindu and all that. Maybe this is because of 
his personal experience, he relishes it because it 
allows him to investigate a particular avenue." 
India art since then, feels Khanna, has not 
5. Progressive Artists Group of Bombay 
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witnessed a "straightforward, linear growth. It has 
been two steps forward, three steps backward business. 
" Khanna does not forget to mention the emergence of 
Group 1890 during the'60s. Formed by J Swaminathan, 
this group held its debut exhibition in '63 in Delhi. 
It was for the first time that a generation of Indian 
modernists came to be attracted once again to European 
aesthetics, but outside the school of Paris. Artists 
like Swaminathan, Jeram Patel, himmat Shah, Ghulam 
mohammed Sheikh and others responded to an anarchist 
aesthetic to some extent influenced by Spaniard Antoni 
Tapies. The liberationist rhetoric of the Latin World 
competed with the otherwise hegemonic interests' of the 
French and the Americans in the matter of world culture. 
Khanna, however, thinks that Group 1890 was 
an attempt to create a space by these artists. "At its 
worst Group 18 90 was politicking and at its best it was 
a polemic, " he passes his verdict. And adds, "Swami, 
who was a great friend of mine ande Husain, later 
admitted that the only movement in Indian art was the 
PAG. But I enjoyed the formation of this new group. Art 
cannot be restrained to flow in one direction. Modernity 
otherwise becomes an academic exercise. You need a 
sharp edge all the time. " After showing the initial 
sparks this group failed to achieve what it had promised. 
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Khanna provides the reason, " Too many people and too 
deverse in their approach. Not all of them as talented 
as Swami." 
Khanna's personal vision as an artist, 
as he admits, has been shaped by various influences but 
he has refused to settle down with a fixed style. " I 
don't want my drawings and paintings to congeal into 
one kind of style. I don't like styles. I don't want 
to be imprisoned by them . You can only measure a man's 
style after his death, "^  he adds with a laugh. 
While acknowledging the boom'of the art 
market ("It had to happen ") , Khanna thinks that art 
has ceased to hold the centrestage position. " In 
medieval India and Europe, anything that hiippened to 
art was central to the society. But in the modern age 
it has lost its importance to politics. If art was an 
effective means of solving our problems, the wars- as 
a terrible human activity - would have ceased after 
gog and Picasso. Artsts can only keep a candle burning, 
a small hope that all that is finest in humanity is not 
snuffed out perpetually. 
Quite critical of the persent art scene, 
the 71-year-old painter believes that young airtists are 
not hardworking enough. "No art can happen unless there 
is proper riyaz. moreover, they are not critical of 
their own work. They don't get good feedback. They have 
6. Mukul Akshay , The Hindustan Times 'A Conversation' 
Nov. 1996 P-7 
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/A Biography of Krishen Khanna's Life^ 
1925 Born Partitioned Punjab, India 
1938-42 Rudyard Kipling Scholar at Iitperial Service 
College Windsor, England. 
1942-44 Government college, Lahore, B.A. (Hons.) 
English Literature 
1944-47 Trained and worked as a printer at Kapur 
Art Press Lahore 
1948-61 Officer with Grindlays Bank Ltd., Bombay, 
Madras and Kanpur 1961 Resigned.from 
Grindlays Bank to devote full time to 
Art. 
Exhibitions; 
1956-95 Over 40 one-man shows he ld a t g a l l e r i e s 
in India and abroad, f i r s t being in 1956 
with the Kumar G a l l e r y , New Delhi 
Special Projects ; 
Laminated Draeing 7 1/2X80' a t Hotel 
Chola, Madras, Mural Paint ing i n o i l in the domed c e i l i n g 
or I . T . C . , Hotel Maurya-Sheraton, Delhi 
Trypt ich in o i l B r i t i s h Council 
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b u i l d i n g in New Delhi , C i r c u l a r f l o o r mureil in mosaic 
a t Mahim Nat ional Park Bombay, Photographic murals for 
shipping corpora t ion of India & M.M.T.C. a t Expo Osaka, 
Japan. 
Group Exhibi t ions; 
1948 Bombay Art Society, Bombay 
1949 Progressive Artists Group, Artists Aid 
Centre, Bombay 
1950 Progressive Artists Group, Jehangir Art 
Gallery, Bombay 
1954 Two men show with M.F. Husain, All India 
Fine Art & Crafts Society, Delhi 
1955 Bombay Art Society, Annual Exhibition 
1957 Tokyo, Biennale, Japan 
1958 Eight Painters, New Delhi 
1959 Modern India Pail^ ters, Graham Gallery, 
New York Tokyo Biennale-Japan 
Contemporary Aft from India-Essen, 
Recklinghausen, 
Dortmund, and Zurich curated by Kumar 
Gallery, New Delhi, Modern Indian Art, 
Cair 
Artists of Fame and Promise,' Leicester 
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Galleries, London 
1960 Soa Paolo Biennale 
1961 Tokyo Biennale, Japan 
1962 National Exhibition, Lalit Kala Asademi, 
New Delhi Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy 
1963 Contemporary Painters from Indiai, Gallery 
'63' New York 
Contemporary Painters from India, Lever 
House, New York 
1965 Ten Contemporary Painters from India, 
sponsored by Kumar Gallery and M.I.T, 
exhibited at M. I.T., Camb.,Mass.; 
University of South Florida,Tampa, 
Jackson Art Museum, Jacksonville; Delgado 
Art Museum,New Orleans; Hunter Gallery, 
Chattanooga; Colorado Fine Art Centre, 
Colorado Springs; Long Beach Art Centre, 
Long Beach; Art Institute, San francisco; 
East West Centre, Honolulu, U.S.A. 
1966 Paintings from India, Lincoln Centre, New 
York 
1968 First Trennale of Contemporary World Art, 
New Delhi 
1969 Contemporary Art: Dialogue between East 
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and, West(60artists invited-throughout the 
world) National Museum of modern art, 
Tokyo.Indian Painters 69, Max Mueller 
Bhavan and Birla Academy, Calcutta 
1970 Art Now Kunika Chemould, New Delhi 
1972 Art Now Kunika Chemould, New Delhi 
"One World through Art" St Paul, Minnesota 
1974 Commemorative Exhibition of Indias 25th 
Anniversary, Los Angeles, Toronto and 
Washington D.C. 
1975 Third Triennale of Conterrporary World Art, 
New Delhi 
1977 "Pictorial Space" Lalit Kala Akademi, New 
Delhi 
1979 Modern Asian Art, Fukuoka Art Museum, 
Japan 
1981 Inaugural Exhibition, Roopankar Museum, 
Bharat Bhavan, Bhopal. Fifth Triennale 
of Comtemporary World Art, New Delhi 
Indian Painting Today, Jehangir Art 
Society, Bombay 
1982 'Myth and Reality' Museum of Modern Art, 
Oxford, U.K., Contemporary Indian art, 
Burlington House, London, U.K.Modern 
Indian Painters, Hirschorn Museum, 
Washington D.C. 
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1985 The Second Asian Art Show, Fukuoka Museum, 
Japan 
1987 The Second Biennale, Hvanna,Cuba-
Coup de Coer, Halle Sud, Geneva, 
Switzerland Helpage exhibition and 
auction by Christies, Taj Mahal 
Hotel,Bombay Indian Drawing Todciy, 
Jehangir Art Gallery, Bombay 
1988 First International Biennale-Lahore, 
Pakistan 
1989 "Timeless Art' exhibition and auction by 
Sothebys, Bombay. Artists Alert e>[hibition 
and auction for Safdar Hashmi Memorial 
Trust, Delhi 
1991 Birla Academy of Art, Calcutta, araiiversary 
exhibition The Fourth Biennale, Havana, 
Cuba. 
"Addressing Gandhi" Travelling E^chibition 
1992 'Masters of Indian Art' Hotel-Oberoi 
Intercontinental, Bombay 
1994 Indian Drawing Today-at A.I.F.A.C.S, New 
Delhi 
Special collections; 
The Nat ional Gal lery of Modern a r t , New Delhi roopankar 
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Museunt of Art, Bharat Bhavan Bhopal Punjab Museum 
Chandigarh 
Punjab University Museum, Chandigarh 
The Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi 
Birla Academy of Art, Calcutta 
Air India Bombay 
Steel Authority of India 
Tata Insitute of Fundamental Research, Bombay 
Larsen & toubro Ltd. Bombay 
Tata Iron And Steel Company, Bombay 
Jehangir Nicholson Museum of Art. N.C.P.A. Bombay 
Madhavan Vair Museum of Art Cochin 
Himachal Pradesh Museum of Art, Shimla 
The Museum of Modern Art. New York 
Yad Vasham, Jerusalem 
Contemporary Art society, London 
Demenil fooundation, Houston Taxas 
New York University, Grey Art Gallery & Study Center, 
New York, U.S .A.Glenbara Museum-Japan 
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Awards Fellowship and Honours: 
1955 
1963-64 
1965 
1968 
1986 
1988 
1989 
1990 
Commendation Bombay Art Society 
Award-Bombay Art Society-Saurashtra 
Government Prize no.l 
Artist in residence, American University, 
Washington D.C. 
National Award Lalit Kala Akademi New Delhi 
Fellowship of the Council of Economic and 
Cultural Affairs, New York 
Gold Medal First Triennale of Conteimporary 
World Art, New Delhi 
Special invitation by West German Government 
to visit Germany and to see Documenta 
Presidents Award, International Festival 
of Art, Baghdad, Iraq 
Member International Jury, Baghdad Festival 
of Art. 
Gold Medal First Biennale of Art,Lahore , 
Pakistan Award of SahityaKala Parishad, 
Delhi. 
Padma Shri by the President of India 
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Positions held ; 
* Member General Coimcil, Lalit Kala Akademi,New Delhi 
* Member Executive Board, Lalit Kala Akademi, New 
Delhi Member finance committee, Lalit Kala Akademim 
New Delhi 
* Member of Jury National Exhibition, lalit Kala 
Akademi, New Delhi 
Commissioner First Trennale of Contemporary, World 
Art, New Delhi. 
* Director, 6th Triennale of Contemporary World Art, 
New Delhi Trustee Bharat Bhavan Bhopal 
Advisory Committee, Roopankar Museum of Art. 
* Member Philatelic Committee, P&G Dept. Government 
of India 
* Member Design Sub-Commit tee, Philatelic Dept. 
Government of India 
* Hon. Advisor Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund, New 
Delhi Chariman, Purchase Committee, National Gallery 
of Modern Art, New Delhi 
* Hon. Advisor Sanskriti Foundation, New Delhi 
* Hon. Advisor C.M.C. Ltd. New Delhi 
* Sole Juror, annual exhibition Sahitya Kala Parisad, 
Delhi 
* Sole Juror, All India Fine Arts & Crafts Society, 
New Delhi 
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Travels; 
Rockefeller Council's travelling Fellowship to Pakistan, 
Burma, Thailand, Sigapore, Malaysia, Japan, U.K. & 
U.S.A. Invited by West German Govt, to visit Germany 
Lj-ved and worked in New York, London, Paris, Madras, 
Bombay, Kanpur and Delhi 
Articles and Commentaries in Art Journals: 
1951-57 Thought New Delhi 
1957-Mar. Marg Magazine, Bombay 
1959 Onlooker Annual, Bombay 
1960-Oct. Art News and Review London 
1961-Dec. Rooplekha, New Delhi 
1964-May. Art News New York 
1968-Oct. Art News and Rview London 
1972-Sept. Marg Magazine, Bombay 
1974 Vol 2# March "Z" Magazine, Bombay 
1979 Journal Of Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi 
1982-Oct. Arts Review, London Vrischik, Baroda 
1995 A Moment in Time-By- Alka Raghuvanshi-
Resonance Communications 
History of Contemporary Indian Art- K K 
Nair. 
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Films and Documentaries : 
1995 Salman Rushdie & The Lost Protrait-BBC 
London- Directed by Chris Gramlund. 
1996 The A.R. Show-Celeb: Krishen Khanna 
Growing Up-Episode VII-Beginnings & Ends-
Krishen Khanna-RAQS Media Collective 
The Story of Indian Painting-Epiosde 9-
12-Cine Arts India New Delhi Dars Shikoh's 
Murraqqa-e-Naseef 
/ % 
CHflPTCtt - 3 
PART - 1 ' ' 
Krishen Khonno's Work cinci Style in different 
stages 
' ' ^ ^ ^ 
(^ 
w DW^mCfi \fim Ksmv wo so 
\ D^e\^ f\m Dj^ eu/ mi) mB\M lo 
—Krishen Khanna 
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ilivery artist has full freedom to paint what 
he likes, He is not bound for any subject or style. An 
Artist is taught by no one but nature, he observes it 
so deeply that he starts learning form it. The daily 
scenes and different faces of nature are the only 
sources of inspiration. Artists are interted in 
colours, relationships materials shapes and taking all 
there factors together, he tries to create a new 
coitposition. 
"Art is a product of human mind. The artist is 
a creator. Art can function revelation, expression 
coordination, synthesis, analysis, geometrical harmony. 
The created object, with organic relation to tradition 
and individual talent, is art. By tradition means the 
knowledge of the craft, the artist practises. The aware 
ness of the tradition in an artist, therefore, is 
different from the knowledge of tradition in a layman. 
Acquainted with the history of tradition for an artist, 
is an organic entity, changing and developing with 
growth. We judge Art and artist, by achievements not 
aims." 
1. Richard Bartholomew " Modern Indian Painting" Lalit Kala Contemporary 
34 Lalit Kala Akademi, New Delhi P-45. 
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In the corresponding period Krishen Khaniia's world 
of painting was quite differet from other artists of 
his world. Human conflict as a social or political 
manifestation did not concern him in the earlier work. 
The subjects of his paintings were simple folk of the 
countryside, predominantly of the seacoasts. Fisherfolk 
and vendors of fruit, vegetables and fish with lithe, 
simple figures were motifs in his compositions. Some of 
these were single figures dramatically stanced, a study 
in mood and an interpretation of the simplicity and 
unabashed frankness of the rustic person"^. Others 
featured in a landscape setting which related them to 
the expanse of sea and sky and land as the inhabitants 
of the good earth. There was the impression of intense 
sunshine and shadow in the sparse but emphatic handling 
which modelled the figures in strong contrasts of light 
and shade, the knife and the brush building up the 
accentuated volumes graphically. If this was not an 
idylic view of society it was at least a warm and poetic 
view depicting life as it was lived very simply and in 
response to nature.These were the broad and general 
themes. The freedom of the individual and his place in 
the natural environment came across eloquently in these 
early works by Krishen. 
But with this view there ran concurrently a more 
2. Lalit Kala Contemporary No. 23-26, 1977-78 P-34. 
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It is at this stage after work, in 1980 that 
Krishen's paintings begin to have a direct bearing on 
society for they portray the sinister and suhitle forces 
that operate behind social institutions- the massive 
regimented thinking and schemes of annihilation which 
motivate war, or the concerted exploitation of man as 
labour in the commercial sphere. In the former category 
the brass-hats and the politicians who determine the 
course of War, who plot, plan and direct its operations, 
which we see as personages in the series called "The 
Game" represent the death-delivering elements in life. 
The attendant staff officers who configure in the 
background in starkly apparitional manner, the brazen 
instinctively loyal dog, and the prostrate, sprawling 
dead on the floor beside the conference table are all 
figments of a nightmare. 
The specific interest in the death-in-life theme began 
with the Guevara series round 1969, in which the is 
depicted in a deposition from the cross' ensemble or 
alluded to in a dramatic grouping of the presence of 
officers of the regime in painting called "A Matter of 
Black and White" . The theme of death is dissected and 
anatomised by a revelation of the attitudes of the 
living around the dead in the splendid composition 
"Anatomy Lesson". A group of nine figures in tunics and 
caps stand around a body covered by a sheet on an 
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operation table. The one at the head of the dead person 
is gesticulating. The six faces on one side wear board 
expressions ranging from concern to introspeiction. Two 
figures on the side closest to the spectator have their 
backs only in view and are faceless. One officer has 
h4-S hands enigmatically clasped behind. The arrangement 
is stark and engrossing, sinister and at the same time 
satirical. The alternating just a position of dark and 
bright,heavy and light masses creates a circulatory 
movement which impels the eye to size up each detail 
and expression successively. The spectacle of death is 
not depicted directly but the interest in death, and 
man's speculative concern for it, are put across 
graphically. 
The conflicts engendered by despotism and 
dictatorship, and their repercussions on society and 
people find overt expression in these paintings and the 
position that Krishna takes is that of a dispassionate 
and objective observer keen to record, interpredt and 
highlight some of the consequences of this social 
upheaval. A slight element of caricature, of accentuating 
stace and facial expression presenting only what is 
salient and relevant for the composition reveal more of 
the painter's resolution of an aesthetic problem than 
the individual's political or social position. 
Bangladesh and the catastrophe which characterised 
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that period of violent change and fight for liberty, 
both national and individual, are the implied themes of 
Krishen's series called "The Game". By now the style of 
delineation and the objective point of view which it 
presented are features very clearly resolved, and the 
articulation achived in this series is truly impressive. 
Each figure is clearly worked out as a character, a 
personification, and his stace and gesture are all 
treated as revealing ingredients which contribute to 
the total effect. While each personage suggests his own 
particular animation, his contribution to the action, 
together the characters substantiate and support the 
central and immediate situation - the deliberation of 
men devoted to disseminating death. 
We can take one specific work for consideration, 
four seated officers confer around a table. On the 
floor before them are emaciated corpses, legs and arms 
stretched tautly towards the jackbooted feet of the 
military men. The officer on the left, seated on a 
yellow chair with a leg crossed, is indicating a number 
using his hands, the index fingers of which meet. The 
second officer has his hands folded and is smiling. Two 
others listen grimly. The directness of the presenation, 
its simplicity and its suggestive qualities are evident. 
The quick and the dead are contrasted and yet the mood 
and the pictorial situation associated the one with the 
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other. The sienna, umber and reds build up the mood; 
but it is the stances of the figures, their starkness 
and rigidity, their explicit characterization which 
put across the theme forcefully. 
In some of the paintings of " The Game" series 
besides the brass-hats we see also personages who 
represent politicans and administrators. War and those 
who let loose the dogs of war are palpably identified. 
Around 1980's the interest in those wearing tunics, 
peak-caps and cross-belts carried over into a totally 
different social area- the profession of bandsmen who 
herald a marriage or a procession. In these colourful 
and gently ironical compositions we see the false glamour 
and assumed importance of the bandmen paradign themelves 
in all their tinsel glory on occasions of social 
festivity. 
After this short interlude Krishen started.on the 
'rear view' series- the depiction of coolies confined 
in the rear cabin of a truck carrying logs, iron shafts, 
cattle, etc. The figuration, as developed over four 
years, ranges from the earlier broke, exhausted and 
singularly dehumanised abject death-in-images of workers 
slumped in intermittent sleep at the rear of the truck 
to the more recent subliminal presences barely revealed 
by the intricate mazes of the depersonalizing design. 
The earlier work focusses atteintion on aspects of 
dehumanization, on human beings used as labour who are 
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converted into spiritless persons but who in their 
postures appear to be spectres and apparitions. The 
recent images confront us with a process of 
depersonalization-a method of blocking out and building 
up intrinsic references to an inherent theme"^ 
In the work of the past seven years we see Krishen's 
concern for the phenomenon of death, the degrees of its 
presence in society and the institutionalized forces 
which govern and direct its manifestation. This attitude 
to the human condition, a position of enquiry and 
concern, is very different from the quiet lyricism and 
acceptance of the younger painter. Society is not only 
a variegated spectacle; it is s subject that calls for 
change and redress. 
After twenty years of Experimentation as. a painter 
K.Khanna decided to stop painting for a year or so to 
discover some other means for pictorial expresions. 
Already at the start of his carrier as a painter he had 
a conversion. He had lelf his job as a banker and 
adopted painting as a way of life. His development had 
been marked the attempt to absorb influences, both from 
his own older contemporaries like Husain, and from the 
new painters abroad, he evolved as life in to which he 
had wished always to bring fresh vitalities. 
In the interior process of the new 
conversion, he began to use photography as a medium. 
4. Lalit Kala Contemporary 1977-78 No. 23-26, P-37. 
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Naturally it turned out to be a painter's photography, 
that is to say each photography became a painting. 
The most significant images he had 
found in this adventure has been the crow curiously 
this a surre a list mantain representing the content of 
much intense experience of the Indian environment. 
The conposition of these photographic 
studies was pre-meditated. The space relations here are 
a contineous narrative, in which the figures are cut 
off to show continuity with areas of total space, the 
various objects inside the picture are juxtaposed out 
of every day materials. So as to evope multiple plans 
of awarness. The crows are humainsed by being shown in 
various dramatic postures. And left the experience of 
the birds is ineisive and concrete behind the- symbolism. 
Since the crow's phase K. Khanna had 
gone on to the human figure in his macabre studies of 
the militarists. 

Art history 
r 
\ J have read Ravlndra Dubey's 'In-
"'vestigatiQn' v^ch appeared un-
\ler me title Culture Vultures sea-
^ venge at Govt cast, June 15-21) I 
Twsh he had really invesngated tlie 
'I mateeripstead of just lent an ear to 
juicy gossip. 
if he had bothered to find out 
ftoiii the records Qf Bharat Bhavans,' 
or !e\'en consulted me h? would * 
' liave discovered that two of my 
j pamtings were acquired by Bharat 
I Bharan at considerably reduced 
prices at the time of its inception 
{. along witli very many works by 
> other artists. This hapfiened long 
before Bharat Bhavaij* became a 
' trust and I a trustee. After tl-iatl do 
' nated a large painting valued at Rs 
i 25,Q00 and drawmg 1 would men-
i uon that similar donations have 
• been made by other artists who are 
I on the advisory board. • 
Jiaving stated these facts, I 
, would bke to ask what'is so repre^ 
' hensible about Bharat Bhavan 
coDectmg works of those who 
, napoen to be associated with it 
providing the works are of out-
standing merit Whattondofacol 
lecaon would it be it it were to ex-
clude the works of Aklsar Padam-
s.ee, Ram Kumar, G M Sheikh, j 
;' Swainlnathan, all of whom are as 
sodated with thefehavan and have 
Impressive track records. 
"i^ And as fur the trustees assuming 
A different roles, it seems that Ra-
f >todra Dubey has only aissociated 
', with single-dimensional men and * 
1 lie cannot understand that artists 
t are a bttle more than paint splasl;* 
1 He is also bodierea that Swam-
^ inathan got a contract to sculpt for 
fhe Iqbal MemoriaL Obviously 
, those who gave him the commis-
t sion thought him good enough 
' and )u.«ii because he happens to be 
1,  the Directol of Roopankar. does it 
i follow that he should cea.se being 
an amst' Swanii would never have 
accepted any such condition. 
Finally, quite apart from, thf 
walling and moaivng of those who 
, can't make it, the collection of 
\ contemporary Indian art as Myeli 
k the foUcAud tribal at^ Roopankar Is 
considered as among the v<ry bcsi 
both py our responsible critics a--
well as by tJioj.e ini Europe and 
America It Is will to remember 
that It has been the result of the 
selfless efforts of sevct»] people j 
(Including A\lne) whose only rv 
compense was the creation of an 
unp^llele^ Jostitutjlon, 
ICrljhenJChaima 
Ney Delhi 
J 
S u n d a y JVfail 
29 July 1989 
fCiisheii Khanna 
With His Camera 
T HESE photoffTtipht org cotutructioiu o] light oTid Its opposite shadow In con-
ventional photography and painting 
thtte elements are employed to create the 
^Ultmon 0/ the third dimension but I have 
tned to keep lUtuione out. A photograph,,no 
less than a patntino, ho* the phyitcol pro-
perty of being tioo dtmennonal owl unleu 
th»i is respected there can be no end to in-
dulging m /anci/ui make-beliefs. 
It is the common ob]ects and ereaturet 
iflhich thed thetr mundane logical exutencet 
when they conjugate and penetrate each 
other'and oMume a componte exutence 
which u uholly different; on the flat plane 
of the photogroph ' ' 
Aa exbibitJoa o^ photofraph* by KrWiea^ 
Kh«nnB, tb« note^ painter, will M on view 
it Gallerr Ci)ein»uld, Bombay (November 
the unexpecttd appearance of the birtti' M 
atmdst painting, Itnive*, etc., creates a com-''* 
plei image which compel* but does no^ re-% 
vedl a, meaning. ' > • 
i ' ' '' ' - " Ji 
^The interplay to/ theie and other factor*^ 
does nift lecreate natural order but creates^-j 
1 hope,ta paraUel^ but distinct order of 'art. '^  
• Theie photographf ore conitructed unth • 
' deliberation In thr-Jtudio. Jitst as the Im-"* 
preinon^ ioupht to liberate the cantnu by i 
taking it outdooniiit may b« pottible to lihe' J 
Tat^ the photograph by tolcmg it ir.door«.-i^^ 
Up ecmcem ^ been th4t of a painter i 
m ertoblUhing multiple relotionthtpi which | 
auume a separate and unique exi«fence 
• through the change in medium. .- .- ; 
By «hi/ttng the distance of the camera'] 
from the subject^ by altering angle*, btf j 
changing lensei, varying exposurn, by go-'f 
inff artnuul the suhject, etc, I have tried to i 
create n/tw pictorial relationship and a s*pa>-^ 
rote order of reality ' 
Pointing is developmental and there still 
is too much emphasis on the personality of q 
the artiit to the detriment of its objective!' 
quality. PliotogrophiC materials by their oerv' 
nature eliminate the personal, altogether'atjd^ 
help in osiiertiAp the objectivity of th«; toorfe.^  
Indian Cxpress 
7 April 1988 
An artist's view of art 
Th*,,very first payment^at CMC 
'Lia5lUidy,i..computer company, made 
wliftij^ st.uted 12 vcars ago was for a 
piuilipg li started with the purchase 
of a work of art. Sinch then, for the 
CMC, Ihe disseinination of informa-
tion technology has had a close para-
iicl. — with the popularisation of art 
appreciation ana the encouragement 
ol Indian anists. During the last 
decade, the or'anisation has made an 
importiint collection of about 300 
original art works, and sponsored 
t?irec art camos in Bombay (1981), 
Delhi 11985) "and Calcutta (1986). 
The CMC has now set up an art 
gallery at its Corporate Office. 
On April 4 the CMC Art Gallery 
presented Mr Krishen Khanna's per-
sonal collection of original art works, 
acquired during the last 40 years. 
Forty years is a long time in the 
history of modern Indian art. 
Although Mr Khanna has been a 
Art 
compidsivc buyer, picking up art 
v.'orfcs that stimed him, his collection 
;docijments' the first flush of mod-
erSist ideits in paintings — early 
Hiissains, Gaitonaes, Razas, Souzas, 
Tycli;. Kumahs. Ram Arabs and 
Padiiiiiasees — the explorations of 
the piomitfri. ;iic gropings, the ago-
nies and, of course, the ecstasies. His 
junior ct>hteinporaTies have not 
escaped bis lender and possessive 
attention, arid we have here Laxraa 
Goum), Maojit Bawa, Sudhir Pat-
"wardhan, Amiiava Das, Vivan Sun-
datani, Ramachandran, Dhruva Mis-
Iry, and one of the recent silk-screen 
prints c! J. Swaminathan of his own 
geaeration. 
Mr Krishen Khanna,' himself a 
reputed modern painter,^ sa)'s: 
"These .vorks, were acquired before 
friendships developed, some were 
exchangcdfc for my ovyn, works". The 
fcollection was made "not. with a 
uetinite design but has ^own up 
with" the painter. And he tried not to 
buy others' works, since as a painter 
he should have been selling his own 
works to survive. But he could not 
resist the temptation. 
The viewers ->- art lovers, critics 
and historians — will notice the 
prescQiie of a new set of sensibilities 
m'th^'jirafidom selection over four 
decades. The 40's 50's and 60's were 
a hectic period of transition in mod-
ern Indian art. This was the tithe 
when the waves of European art 
experience were crashing on Indian 
shores, it was the time when creative 
painters, sculptors and print-makers 
were in search of a new pictorial and 
sculptural space to express new vi-
sions and experiences. They had to 
'• I 
i ' 
create a new language. iAjtd Mr 
Khanna's collection .wcumcni;,this 
feverish temper of the peniad/^ 
. Almost each art worlc carries** tag 
of personal memories. Mr Khapna 
was nostalac about the '!Town$cape'-. 
of S. H. Kara which he bought 36 
years ago in Paris. And hp fondly 
remembered how Hussain'lost Mr 
Khanna's copy of Clive Bell's "Art" 
and cotnpensated the loss with the 
"mother and Child" painted way 
back in 1949. 
Appearance of still-Ufes and town-
scapes during ihe period reveals the 
new centre of gravity in India's art 
traditions. Side by side with Hus-
sain's search for an esseptially Indian 
figure and subdued lyricism in the use 
of colours, the bleak pityscapes 
(Raza, Padamsee, Ram feumar-
ibrought in an awareness of aliena-
tion jn b ^ urban centres. To some 
Wcwers n-eb Mehta's "Falling Fi-
j ^ e " (19w) may readily suggest the 
|. influence of Francis Bacon, out this 
reviewer sees in it a deliberate rus-
tication of painted surface, to create 
a speciflc pictorial space that would 
contain the blurred unage of "Fall" 
which suggests crucifixion in inverted 
order. Mr Khanna has collected 
*vi'hatever appeared to him as the new 
and the emergent: the changing im-
age of raaOj changing society, the 
new. sensibilities for forms and coit 
"ours. - " • 
{..; On view till April 14 at the CMC 
1 art gallery. . 
V SAKFO DATT4 
"Head", plaster, by Obruva Mistry 
Thought New Delhi 
19 Nov. 1966 
5ART 
the Heroic Mould 
HAS KRISHEN KHANNA returned to figurative art? Is he looking 
towards barbquc art for inspiration 
in this direction? These were the two 
questions posed and answered in an 
affirmative manner during the inaugura-
tion of his recent exhibition of paintings 
at the Taj Art Gallery, Bombay. 
But to anyone who has been (ionvor-
sant with the art of Krishen Khaaok and 
especially acquainted with his abstract 
work, this casual viiw of change or influ-
ence would appear totally irrelevant, 
Krishen Khanna, properly viewed, is 
presently not a figurative artist, and it 
means little if one can discern figures in 
the compositions or the artist has u s ^ 
such titles as "Seated Nude" and "Drap. 
ed Figure" to identify the canvases. 
A figurative artist does approach and , 
conceive the total composition from, the' 
point of view of the figure portrayed. 
Khanna does not proceed so and, there-
f6re, he has only incidentally turned to 
figurative art. 
Krishen Khanna's recent paintings are 
closely alined to his earlier creations in 
ink on rice paper and the same Jree flow 
of pattern remains a characteristic of his 
present studies. Thus, billowing shapes 
fill space to produce intensive impact On 
the eye and mind. . 
All the cartVHo.s at the, show haH the 
advantage of huge dimensions, but, 
naturally, size alone could not have irji-
pressed. 
Primarily it is Krishen Khanna's re-
fined sense of colour that carries the 
impact; as in "Seated; Nude" wherein 
even the romantic pink gains a lofty 
aura. 
The two studies of "Girl on a Swing" 
made full use of movement and the angle 
of observation removed it from the rcalin 
of cliche. 
"^"The Draped Figure," perhaps, was 
.he most arrestingr with the black patch 
arousing a sense of mystery. But for 
sheer excellence in expressive line, 
"Metamorphosis of a Nude" had im-
mense power, reminding o"" of Rembrandt 
and, among new devices ofTopolskiit 
his magnificent best. 
Altogether, the show only stressed the 
fact that Krishen Khanna is among the 
f-w artists in India destined to lift pfiiint-
ins from the narrow confines of the dr,iw-
ing-room and embark Ou projects on the 
heroic mould. 
S.V.V. 
The Sunday observer 
8 to 4 Feb. 1987 
Never- ending yatra 
JART Isana Murti 
THAT, contemporary Indian art 
lacks ttic kind of sustained pat-
ronajie'exicnded to the creative 
tnuse '^\ centuries gone by is a 
familiar refrain. Nlore recently 
there has been an attempt by 
Jivt-star hotels to step into this 
•/acuum aod the Maurya Sheraton 
in ti.c Capital has many firsts to its 
credit. ;rhe opening this week of 
KiishcB Khanna's gigantic mural 
m ihe'^  lobby of tiie hotel will 
certainly. iid^ to the cumulative 
effort of the Welcomgroup in this 
respecC . 
KhaKna, a oiie-time banker, is 
amon^.^he more distinguished 
artists h the country,and it may 
DC recalled that he was the honor-
ary diixxior of the Indian trien-
nale n^ -id last year. Member oJ 
the art'puri.^ hase committee of the 
National Gallery of Modern Art, 
Khanna was part of the radical 
progressive artists group formed 
•n Bombav in the '40i. 
The Kirflh caves near Lx>navla 
have inspired the notei's 
architecture, with a large number 
of teak beams forming the inner 
grid which provides the strucVural 
strength. It is these beams which 
dominate' the lower half of the 
mural space—and if one bears in 
mind tnat each of them is six 
inches wide and a foot deep, the 
restrictions imposed on the artist 
become obvious. 
However, to Khanna's credit, it 
must be conceded that he has 
managed to scoop two-
dimensional space out of these 
narrow, curved panels and give, 
the mural a contmuiiv. 
It is the content of the mural-
conceived as the "great proces-
sion" of Indian life, theyarra that 
warrants our attention at many 
levels. Retinally, the eye moves 
around the panels inhabited by 
the elements, the flora, the fauna 
and multitudes—or so it would 
appear—of travellers, some of 
whom are eating at a dbaba or 
having a haircut on the wayside. 
- - It is the invocation of the ordin-
ary, the commonplace, juxtapos-
ing the barber, the urchin, the 
soldier and the artist with the 
dancing bear and the elephant, 
and welding the-various parts into 
a narrative continuum that bears 
the stamp of Khanna as i cogni-
tive painter. 
The circular perimeter, the 
vJheei as it were, so special in 
Buddhist thought, has been used 
us the means to evoke the many 
journeys and the many circles 
that have to be traversed before 
the individual soul attains true 
realisation. 
Executed over a period of three 
years, the mural covers an area of 
5,000 square feet and could well 
be. the largest of its kind to 
embellish the decor of a hotel. As 
those familar with the Maurya 
would be aware, the lobby of 
the hotel has been conceived in 
the form of a Buddhist Chaitya 
hall, in keeping with the philo-
sophical indeniity ot the Mauryan 
dynasty 
Khanna, who is. ek^eediDgly 
articulate s^ys of his work.' ^ ^ i s 
is a continuous procession with no 
beginning and no emd, If you look 
carefully .you ms»y find yourself in' 
it and even if you ddn t you will • 
Still' be theret)ecausif ft-enconi-" 
passes all; man, beast and bird, 
land, \yater, air and tire ^nd all 
the embtions that flfsh is/hep 
tn .the procession: is a pilgrim-
age for some, for others a visita-
tion on earth as spectators' who 
will partake of what is there and . 
prepare to enter the circular jour-
ney again....". 
Khanna's use of colour is seam-
less, the transition and connec-
tions being made judiciously—it ; 
is only the olues-^particularly the i 
dome above with birds that js not l 
cohesive.' _, . ,.1 
Tiie wildlife section, if 
one may sO term it, is a curious 
graft. Frolicking buffaloes, nim- j 
Die goats and what have you peer 
from high perches but the spatial 
and evolutionary (if it was in-
tended) link is jageed. ,, 
Yet, what is commendable >s 
the manner is which Khanna has 
overcome the limitations inherent 
in undertaking such a commis-
sion. Hotel lobbies have, tp steer 
clear of many connotations, in 
their visual embellishment—the 
overtly' religious, the strictly 
parochial, the cliches of history. 
And given the existing Buddhist 
architectural ^thos, the artist 
could not have possibly decried 
the gratification of desire, so car-
dinal to.the Gautama. 
Under these limations, both of 
ethos and the space available— 
and its quality—the scale and the. 
painterly statement made by 
khanna will remain an impooant 
punctuation in hisdeuvre. J; 
The Indian Express, Delhi 
15 Jan. 1972 
h'l 
By Out Art Cvilio \ • "„ 
Carrying suggestions of Gixjs^ 's' 
I mordant satire assunUnted on a 
' naive letel of polltical| involvement, 
I Klshen Klianna's "Games", now on 
I view at the Kunika Chemoiild Ait 
iCentre' shows almost a Joiunallst's 
'serr* of timlns. 
The nve large paintings, dons 
in coUaje-Ufce, tlaife Hianes o£ col-
jggimg of ^Gamlj^ l 
o\uf>r tell of, the dark games ot. &=• symbol. Highly realtaWft renderwf 
poUtico^DilUtary po'»ers and their in? of such thenies may d^generat^/ 
victims,'the hunters and the hunt- Into, uo^y theatricality fcr.'-- Woo i^ 
thirsty .melodrama. '^.•>,3.J'' -.ff ed. sometimes in Bolivia, some 
tmies in. Bangladesh. 
Kuheji Kliannas projection of 
nou-deacript faces of politicians and 
Generals assume an uneartnly air 
Patently, Klshen Kliann* wanted 
to avoid this, and he did jiot-go la 
for realism. Instead, he • tried to 
achieve the blurred visual tflect o^ 
because of a kind of cold uncon- the negative of «^ n old ;rt»otograph,-' 
cern la tlte gestures and poUiion- Yet, at .times, he lapaed Into peds-. 
ing of 'their t)6(jles, deciding the strlan melodrama. . ' • ^ {; 
their modus" operandi lor yetting 
victims. 
•With the-'help of a glum, omin-
ous palette' oKduU red, giey, black, 
and whit^. the}artist has attempted 
to express an. atmosphere of mania-
cal sadism around the tables whei-e 
th^ -leaders' dlscU"is and plan a« 
to how and/where to get their, 
•kills'. $Qine ot the canvases can be> 
vlej»ed in the'context of Bangla-
On ylew till Janimry.IT-.,* "f" 
ART 
dcsh killings. And here lies the' joumsllstic timing. 
The dark .forces of destruction 
have been Ilteraily painted blacfe 
around the 'chalkv' corpse of Dr 
Ernesto 'Clie'. Gue\ata In Bolivia, 
another 'kill' of the politicg-miU-
tary powers." But, in another can-
\ns, *ith almost Ufe-sl/e figure*,, 
the intended satire tends to bei 
diluted because ot the melodra-
matic presence of deoompog^nit 
corpses on the floor, wheie around 
a table, a General e.xplami his 
plans for genocide to his col-
'engues., ' , , ' 
The efT c^t achieved in the'high-
lighted forefingers of the General 
gets considerably diffused becaase 
of the crude presence ot the corpses 
betow. The pahitlng lacks the re-, 
strajnt and meaniagful reticence «4; 
Hcbchdlcbl^^^W^ 
T J T tI?TOl ( ^ ^J^ <+i«j5l< 1iH« UST %; :W& 
jjk 3Tar 123; ^i3I ^Nf 33icJ ^ ?H HWI % ^KTI 
fspTI 1 1 ^ I^ RIH, ^ f ^ , =fi51I 3?lfe "i ^  ftWf 
^ T3t^ •311 ^?^<1I t I •5nl?T I fe ^5cn ^ ^531^ ^ 
?i2iTci JgRin ^  ??^<n ^ fe ftn ^ ^ 3ons ii 
^ •Jirai ^  ^XT, •g i^ ? fe^ ^ ^ ^J3^ ^ fen • 
% = » ^ - ^ V>il ctKrll^ Kl ^ W ? VlirHd 11 ^3n^ t 
3 = ^ w?=t ^ ra? cFt f^tjiii^  «ft felt ^ I -^ «jr4> % 
sriifm an^ ijq % IJ3; q??grjif ^?i?9i fan a w 
3 # f 5 F ^ : B % J ^ ? i R f w f h i ? ^ l 3 ? r 3 t ^ ^ 
=rawR w i ^piTf % fei "^ 3iiffirat' (<pprai IT 
fen wc^ 351 5^Ri 11'T^ra % ?r*ra; ^ ift 1 1 ^ 
'srai % 3?^ w('•?TW<r Tw n3> stR ^ ^ TOH 3?ni ^ 
^ «ft 11^3 J3i% ;j9f I 3^ fe:if ?TO ^ ^ 35t «ft 
3P3RI tsRft «ft I ^ ^ if'icn ^?n % ifft qsft ^ 
WT?8, Tw fiirf, % ^ w»T(T, ^ irgtw, 
%g?l if; gRR ^ ?jl^ 3mft 11 'K a^rai ?^^5 ^ 
m^ <!<i(iM<nr ^ t!3! ?R? SR fi^ vt TH sum ^ 
3nq^ aq^si ^ sfiif^ gjim i a ^ i* ^ pscT ?^ t • 
ftreii. ^BWRTi ( ^ T i ^ it 3=1^ si§^ 15T ^'w 
i p 5 f l f ^ % ?I^^7?ftc13!R ??? TK?f* it 11 
^fSfincq a ^ t o H R ?fil I fe^ ^ *Mi5t«il ^^iftt 
arrai^ OT q ^gr ^ ^f^sn ^ I ^ ?H 5TO 3?ftTO?i 
q<»?#1 fe? 5Bt ^ t e ^ # f t ^ fil?taF-^I«^ ^ «5W' 
^%) JFt33i1*ft^W^rften3^1'5355«lll 
. > i , <,-X' 
> ^ . >1^ 
- ~-^\ 
J 
^???SCT^ftitW^*lf«PB3c?Ta#l3imt I 
twnf it ^ oTOST 9^ an^ifiwn 3#ijsj ^13 i | 
T^ <»3titHr^  ^ B ^  t t^rait ^irfcw 3?rt i^-stw 
^3!^ 4c«ty-flii 11 
^(^^roter iwR ?it ftisrai 11 ^ ^r9R *t ^ 1 * ' ^ ^ 
Jansatta 
April 13 (1988) 
/ \ 
CHIinCtt - 4 
Crilicol evolution of Krishen Khoinnci's 
poifikings. 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
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JMature is Krishen Khanna's theme as we 
see from the titles of the paintings . Nature as the 
inner view, a kind of Hopkinsian inscape which is 
unmeaningful unless sense the sprung rhythm, "In this 
inner view presented outwardly as the painter's 
involvement with technique- which is outer nature, the 
essential structure of the paint we can discern twigs, 
owls, the inscription of birds feet, the trail of 
snails, the threads of water, reflections, cloud forms. 
Buried suns, birds in flight, human forms in motion"^. 
We can see these things anywhere, if we have eyes to see 
: for these things belong to the universe that is 
external to man. They are images that have interested 
the classical Chinese or Japanese painter. In their 
hands, as in the hands of Krishen Khanna. They become 
art by a principle of metamopphosis. Through selection 
and emphasis objects seen look like objects remembered. 
"The first quality,and the prime quality, in Krishen 
Khanna's art is that he is aware of the difference 
between spectacle and vision, the difference between 
imagery and their imaginative function, which is 
intuition. So he uses these elements of the visible 
world to describe the invisible, the emanating, the 
effulgent. Light, we can see, is one recurring, running 
1. Bartholomew,Richard L. (Roop-Lekha) 32 (2) De 1961 
Krishan Khanna P-81,Illustration of Paintings. 
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theme, there is light over the hills and far away, 
hedging in the girl on the swing : the owl is a watching 
light in a night of the intensest blue : there is a 
vision of the dawn in " River" : and there is a vision 
of sunset in the painting called, without grandiose 
intent, quite simply " Sunset^" • 
Krishen Khanna's themes require freedom, for that is 
their element in nature. He gives them that freedom, in 
the form and the formulation of his paint. The 
calligraphic line explores avenues : the body of the 
colour suggests the mood. He adds, substracts and 
constructs (employing such ancient and oriental 
principles as false perspective, and reitferation by 
reduction of size and intensity) . the most 'naturalistic' 
objects when composed and deposited by instinct acquire 
the quality of eclogues, or the songs of the seasons 
which are not mere calendar or chronicle but true 
abstracts. And he uses the incidental- which is part of 
the repertoire of the abstract painter exploiting free 
forms. But he does not leave it to stand nakedly as the 
accidental. 
"The reference to autumn, a rainy day, or a solar 
eclipse indicate Krishen Khanna's interest in that 
which is most vital to an artist, his reference to 
reality, to nature. For a painter this apprechension 
2. Ibid P-82 
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of the quality of light is singularly iirportant. Through 
the mystery of optics and of anthropology this 
apprechension makes him portray the world as his personal 
vision. 
The world of art is universal, for all that you experience 
is paint that must have its sensations in you : the 
world of man is universal, for man is a compound of 
biology and emotion, and the truth is that you are as 
real as your acceptance of the reality of those around 
you. But the content of art is personal, and so is the 
style of the artist. What has been seen by a painter is 
made real and is as the matter of his mind. The reality 
that matters, therefore, is memory"3. 
These paintings are memories. They are multiple images, 
ordered to instruct the eye in the ways of discovering 
the inner nature of outward things. Sensing the paint, 
supported by the style of the painter, and seeing 
beyond the mere representative values of these objects 
existing in time and space. 
What evokes or provokes is always a revelation- of 
inner nature, if the stimulus is art. 
Krishan Khanna, a celebrated name in modern Indian 
painting, has finished perhaps his biggest job so 
3. Ibid P-83 
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far. Great mural on the domed celing of the main 
lobby of the Welcomgroup Maurya Sheraton. 
He was taken more than two years in painting a 
total of 3,500 Sq.ft of canvas surface to create 
flowing . Circular mural, in tiers up to the top of the 
ceiling. Architecurally, the lobby is designed according 
to the Maurayan concept of the Chaitya Hall four load 
bearing pillars support the dome with two tiered 
roof, which in turn rises two stories above the 
spacious central half of the hotel . On the interior 
of the dome, wooden beams form a rib-cage structure, 
evocative of the classical sturcture . Mr. Khanna,s 
mural lights up the sections fo the ceiling in between 
the wooden ribs'' . 
4 
One of the important figurative painters of our 
time Krishan Khanna perhaps put in everything tht he 
has knwon, loved and respected as human, as 
unadulteratedly Indian. The life around him the 
masses and the middle class. The men, women and 
childeren, from all walks of life, doing their chores. 
The barber,the artist, a man with a pair of binoculars 
looking down on the audience, even an art critic, 
preoccupied with the crisis in Indian Art! This endless 
flow of contemporary life, this circular movement 
4. Santo Datta "The great procession" of Krishan Khanna 
The Indian Express, New Delhi 7 Feb. 1987 
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which is also vertically connected with the tiers 
above , he has named'The Great Procession, evocative of 
the Ajanta murals, what is most unusual in this mural 
is its pevasive sense of humour and a tendeir feeling 
for the characters he painted. He has viewed life as 
g^ reat procession, and his mural has no beginning and 
no end a pulsating presence , going round and round, with 
variety of moods, incidents and occupation. And there 
is no focus on any part of the work the great human 
comedy. And tier after tier, as the viewer looks up, 
going round his axis, till he reaches the infinity the 
dark blue sky on the top, here is a work of art which 
does not bother about any religious message, nor does 
it present a frogen grimace of the 'angst' of the time 
, nor does it make any value judgment on anything. 
Like Balzac, he presents the life and customs, of his 
contemporaries, and nature which gives them a faint 
flush of 'eternity. The most agonising decision that 
he had to take was perhaps on the continous colour 
harmony, telating the visuals across rhythmic 
interventions of the wooden ribs, both on the same 
plane , and vertically with the visuals in the tiers 
above. And at the same time he had to keep colour 
s, necessary expression of life and movement (paricularly 
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in pictures) the seconds important decision was on 
how to use the wooden ribs. Mr Khanna has not treated 
this architectural hard fact as intervention. He has 
used them, rather assimilated them, as parts of the 
pictorial space. Then he had to decided about the 
lighting which must cut out the shadows of the beams. 
One does not feel taht the images are painted on a 
concave surface. He has surmounted the centuries -
old problem of mural painters. 
He has not painted a fresco on the wall itself. He 
has painted on the surface he has loved all his life 
- the canvas. The canvas sections have been pasted 
on teh wall which meant, tiring calculations, not 
only the shape and measurement of the canvas pieces, 
but also about the images, their colours and their 
continuity. 
/ \ 
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A t a glance, Krishan Khanna looks like a retired 
boxwallah leading a quiet life. A far cry from the 
image of a painter. His impeccable manners, sauve and 
soplisticated personality stand at odd not only with 
others of his franternity but also with Khanna's other 
self-paintings-known for their stark and sinister 
imagery, Khanna's house took bears his gentlemanly 
mark. Art works, mostly of fellow artists, adorm the 
walls. 
I remember the date when I first met with such a 
great artist that was 16th of November, 19S)6 in Kumar 
Gallery Sundar Nagar New Delhi Krishan Khanna is very 
easy to talk Gallery to. He is so good by nature. He was 
treating me like a very dear of his student. He is soft 
spoken, very much cooperative and loving. 
Krishen Khanna referred to as the 'think tank' of 
this country's artist community, Kishen Khanna has has 
a long attachment with the narrative and has learnt 
over 4 0 years of painting that genuine responses are 
sought in individuals alone. Apart from his work over 
the years, it is his attitude towards art that calls 
for attention. For with him it is most definitely an 
art that is based on a philosophy that is at once 
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traditional, logical and exemplary. And whatever may be 
the subject, to him, painting is about painting and 
nothing else. 
Q.l You were one of those who led the protest against 
the bonfire of Husain's work at Ahmedabad. Don't you 
feel that at the end of day the issue became somewhat 
of an overkill ? 
Ans. No, I somehow react strongly to putting a man of 
aesthetic ability at the end of the line. We seem to be 
living in an age of conficts. Otherwise how can you 
asttack an artist's work for his manner of 
presentation ? Surely wa have come a long way from the 
days of Socrates's hemlock. A protest about a principle 
is fine , but why go to the extreme end of destructing 
and burning ? How are you proving to be any better ? 
Q.2 But don't you think that everything today is 
measured in terms of sensationalis ? If you 
take one good lood at the galleries around, don't you 
get the feeling that there is a lot of bad art doing 
the rounds ? What's more, there seems to be a lack of 
awarness about what is really good in terms of artistic 
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evolution and art movement. Do you agree ? 
Ans. I do feel art has stopped looking inwards. It's 
just that the people don't know what to do, so they keep 
making circles and traingles and squares and make a 
mess of it all. I think that art isn't just one thing. 
There are stages in one's life when one keeps experiencing 
and changing with external cerebral inputs. You make 
discoveries within the mechanics. But these days everyone 
wants to hit the headlines. Everyone wants a show, 
whether you have grown or evolved is not the point in 
question, what is more important is the growing 
egocentricism. 
A refrain I keep hearing is, 'Hum to mta kerte 
hain, lakin duniya nahin samasjthi. 'Why care about the 
rest of world ? You art must be a reflection and not a 
repetion of the same isms that you turn insLde out to 
get on.Somewhere it's like talking about democracy but 
never actuaslly being democratic. 
Q.3 Your work addresses the narrative within a 
realistic framework. Would you say that you've used 
mythical characters, like Draupadi and Bhisma, as symbols 
or as icons ? 
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Ans. The narrative is as old as civilisation. All 
traditions of the workd have story line. Take the road 
signs, for instance, they too are 'symblos' . And they 
represent to us a way of life - one that makes life more 
disciplined. Every significant mudra or gesture relates 
to the totality of our existence. The constitution of 
the narrative is contigent upon the visualisation of 
the image. 
I chose common themes (for The Mahabharata 
series) on purpose, and worked on them along a philosophic 
mode. But finally the theme I depict is rooted in 
reality rather than in cheap amboguity which is aimed 
at cheating the public. 
Q.4 In your collection you've done only three 
oils and 19 drawings. Have you suddenly found a penchant 
for the pastel and the conte? 
Ans. 1 am so tired of seeing so much of bad drawing 
that I wanted to see how well I can draw now. Forty 
years of painting and everything is taken for granted. 
I asked myself :can I draw? Do I need to? Remember 
Indian art never had any models! 
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Q.5 In your narrative that runs through the 
historical, there is however an over-whelming sense of 
power. 
Ans. I noticed that in vny work sermon on the Battlefield 
(in The Mahabharata series), there is lot of energy. 
But I played at restraining its potency. While riding 
a powerful horse, you need a stern hand to hold the 
rein. If you don't hold the rein you end up being 
sentimentaland foolish. That is what is wrong with the 
art movement today. I see more of laziness than 
disciplined and diligent work. Now it's fashionable to 
produce distortions, and add a couple of philosophic 
fallacies to it. Amazing how everyone swallows it. I 
don't and I never will. 
Q.6 You can't deny the element of fallacy in your 
mood nor can you deny the soft but sad sentimentality 
in the series on your grandfather called "The Scribe. " 
Ans. Naturally, I'm looking into my archives. At 
times, one draws sustenance from person or things which 
affect one deeply. I did not think in terms of an 
exhibition when I did these works. Then it was just a 
search. 
My grandfather was a scribe and I know for sure, 
from whatever my father had told me, that he loved to 
write. So do I. You know that I still do not use the 
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computer, I must write whatever I feel. I only wish I 
had more time to do it! 
I often wondered why I think about my garndfather. 
He would never have dreamt that his grandson wotUd one 
day paint him 100 years down the line. Actually, I'm a 
gbod Hindu in one respect, I believe in surviva. For us 
matter is indestructible. We believe that death, 
actually, takes you back to your source. Maybe that is 
why for me art is not really business, it is the 
movement of living, seeing and doing. 
I also believe I should not chase fame because that 
brings you in the limelight and finally engulf you. And 
you lose the artist in you to bacome a cunning producer 
who fancies and perfectds the art of repetition. 
Q.7 What sort of involvement does the artist have 
in the world around him? Or does he just follow his own 
destiny regardless of what might be happening? 
Ans. His contact with the outside world does not 
happen in the most obvious ways. He doesn't have to 
become a political painter, an illustration man so to 
speak supporting one side and takes an interest in the 
situation around him and responds and reacts like 
anybody else. I don't think that by virtue of being an 
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artist your political acumen increases or anything like 
that what you can do is to measure a situation or 
condition against rather fundamental and straight forward 
values. For exaitple, most people would agree that murder 
and pillage are bad. If the state doesn't ensure stability 
then there is no hope for painting either. An anarchical 
state of affairs is not conducive to creative work. 
Q.8 An artist promoting a political dogma isn't 
particularly attractive. The artsit's reaction to certain 
human conditions is another thing. 
Ans. Political belief is born out of this kind of 
reaction, it can happen to certain artists that their 
concern for human values and reaction to human conditions 
can lead to a political belief. Picasso was a member of 
the communist Party. If a man goes on responding and 
reacting to a certain set of conditions, obviously 
there is an activating agent inside the man. He wants, 
if he sees injustice being perpetrated, to set it 
right. 
Q.9 What do you say about communal happenings in 
Indian Paintings. 
Ans. I have felt it over communal happenings and I 
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believe that at such times one might take action. The 
presence of a large number of writers and pinters doing 
their sketches and drawings which ovbiously be a very 
potent contribution to public openion, But who is to 
do the organising? 
Actually, painting the horrifying picture does not 
require a kind of rage because you are really up against 
the techniques of picture making and a painter' s concern 
is with the elements he eitploys colour, pigment, texture, 
tones,the format of his canvas, his concept of 
proportions, line and the function which line can fulfil. 
A line could have a life of its own. There is a difference 
in character between the line laid down by a ruler 
which is hard , precise and a line which finishes or a 
line which continues, a line which wanders, a line 
which is introverted, a line which is completely 
extroverted, a line which searches, a line which is 
nervous like the thing which comes off an 
encephelograph.. 
I feel a work of art should have an independent 
order of existence. Creating a universe out of the 
elements which a painter chooses to collect - that is 
what painting is about . 
Q.IO Why did you choose a camera after so mamy years? 
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Ans. Black and white has always fascinated me as a 
medium. The form hasa to talk. Because you are not 
relying on colour, you minimise the elements which you 
employ. Our normal vision is coloured, so we respond 
faster to a colourful object. Black and white is a sort 
deviation. 
Actually the camera came in as an ancillary thing. 
I started projecting slides on to objects which 
transformed both the slide and the object. 
Q.ll Sir How do you evaluate the position of Indian 
Art in the context of changing situations of India and 
the world? 
Ans. World is getting smaller and distances are 
getting short. Because of which our morals and thinking 
as changing at a fast rate. But the reliability of this 
change is not so fast as it appears from outside. In 
today's world modern technology and political questions 
seems to be the potent weapons in this atmosphere and 
one can conclude by this that arts and craft is reduced 
to be a materialistic thing in reality, the personal 
experience of an artist and which is the result of his 
love of beauty. Due to the change of situation art, 
these days comes under the preview of entertainment. 
This is happening when a peace of art is a personal 
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reality which emerges from the experiences of man. This 
natural reality is vanishing and, because of which it 
is facing many iirpacts one of which is that it has lost 
its originality where no traces of cultural einvironment 
is seen. It is very natural that those countries which 
aire technically ahead from us, the situation of their 
is quite different from heres, but because the clash of 
different cstomes, elements and through many new 
revolutions got in to the scenes. We cann't put any 
limitation on art because it is an International language. 
There is difference in the development in our art and 
in the western art. To some extent our International 
policy does allow us to emphasise us or any particular 
form of art. There are many artists who have highlighted 
the local condition and personal believes in their 
work. I want to emphasise that Indian artist should be 
self dependent and they should produce the realities of 
life in their works. 
Q.12 Is your art connected with soil ? 
Ans. Yes, I can say that my art is connected with 
soil. Most of my work based on it. 
Q.13 Beside painting, which other hobby do you have? 
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Ans. I like to spend my time with my family members. 
Q.14 Sir, none of your childern are in this field. 
Ans. Basically they were not interested enough to 
adopt this field as their profession. I never imposed 
my views on them. They had full freedom from my side to 
opt their own careers. Here I would like to say that, 
had I made any efforts, one of them might have been 
artist. 
Q.15 An artist highlights the problems of the society 
in his work, but why is it so that work of an artist 
is only understood by him not the common people. 
Modern art has reached the inner most layer of our 
ideas. Suppose we see anything, then we represent it in 
our own style. In the same way 
Ans. Yes, of course, every artist has a philosophical 
mind and his mental state reflects in his works, so 
obviously in my paintings you can feel philosophical 
thems. 
Q.16 What is your style of painting and technique ? 
Ans. The earliar work was western technique of art 
and my style was western in which all things are glamorous 
and then oriented. In western style physcial reality 
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and his various aspects are importent. But, in oriented 
style, you can feel the inner reality and his various 
aspects like religion, culture and all that. Western is 
outer world and oriental is symbolical, symbolical, 
decorative and natural. 
My early work has been done in both landscape and 
creative paintings that period. After that I started 
experimentation. My source of inspiration was human 
activities and distortion of forms, broken rear angements 
and western contemporary artists. Later on, my basic 
interest was nature. My technique is very different 
which is my own individual style. 
Q.17 Say something about your latest work. 
Ans. These days, I am working on a new series, where 
I have tried to highlight the Indian poverty and various 
social problems and crisis faced by Tndia. I am deeply 
affected by those innocent faces which I haA/-e seen in 
orphanages, and the present scenerio of Indian politics, 
which is going nowhere but to its worst. 
Q.18 What kind of message you would like to convey to 
young talents ? 
Ans. I would like to say that devotion is very inportant 
for any type of success in any field, so if you will be 
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fully devoted for your work, I am sure the success will 
be yours. 
In fact, Art is a God Gigted talent, biit your own 
abilities and courage makes it perfect. 
Thanks Sir 
/ \ 
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Jixhibiting in Kumar Gallary after a span of three 
years, Khanna is a man at ease, Never a part of the 
crowed - through he did join Prograssive Artists Group 
(PAG)^ in the initial years - he has charted his own 
course in his self -defined way. He talks less, exhibits 
less and lets his works speak for themselves. "Now I am 
not satisfied as quickly as I used to be in my younger 
days. It takes me time to paint now. I don't rush it 
because I am not painting only for exhibitions," observes 
Khanna. this is quite natural because Khanna, unlike 
most of his contemporaries, did not go to art school. 
For him it has been a long arduous journey of self-
teaching. He wanted to paint right from his school days 
but "economic uncertainties" of the profession forced 
him to try his luck elsewhere. 
A Rudyard kipling scholar he did his schooling 
from Imperial Service College, Windsor. After college 
he joined a printing press in Lahore which he had to 
quit after Partition. 
Once in India he joined Grindlays Bank. "My 
first posting was in Bombay where I came to know most 
of the PAG arists - M F Husain, F N Souza, Akbar 
Padamsee, S H Raza and others, " Khanna reminises. His 
1. The Indian Express'Krishen Khanna's Exhibition in Kumar Gallery Uma Nair 
Nov. 21 1996 (Art section). 
2. Progressive Artists Group. 
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stint in Bombay helped him in other ways too. "I found 
that my painting was being welecomed and looked upon 
favourably by my fellow painters and friends." Soon 
Khanna was inducted into the PAG, the first avant grade 
movement in Indian art. He held his maiden exhibition 
in' 4 8 under the aegis of Bombay Art Society. 
In an age when the grandiose and the posturing have 
shown themselves to be the clay they are, the artist 
Krishen Khanna opens with a show at the Kumar Gallary 
that cries out -. "Thank God for small men and small 
The subject of his exhibition, as always has 
been the victim of circumstance; but he is not to be 
pitied. It is in this originality of portrayal that 
Krishen Khanna excels as an artist reconteur. 
His bandsmen, street vendors,truck drivers are 
not sacrificial beasts. They hold their heads high and 
hit back at the life that has marginalised them often 
in the form of a fist, which is what his tightly bunched 
up drawings often remained one of. 
This time he has raised small men to epic 
proportions. A court scribe - an ancestor/another, a 
gambler who found himself in jail; and both with the 
backdrop of the Mahabharata to light them as the metaphor 
of the Ramayana lights the progress of the Rathore hero 
Pabuji on the two dimensional map the Rajasthani minstrels 
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use to illustarte their singing. 
It is a long chant-like affair, striking neither 
high nor low points in the musical scale and here, 
Khanna follows that pattern faithfully, using shades of 
brown to convey that sense of evenness. There is no 
drama here. Instead of Vyasa, we have a court writer 
writing wills of others with no need for one himself; 
sticking revenue stamps on paper to give it the weight 
his words along could never have. 
Nor in the card player do we have the desperate 
game for a Kingdom nor a princess lost. It is way of 
passing time; but one that quietly sees its portagonist 
pass other things along the same conduit - ending up in 
a debtor's prison with no hope of victory; merely a 
sentence served. 
The artist by raising the backdrop of the 
Mahabharat behind these ordinary goings on does the 
opposite of what the ministrels do. He is not seeking 
to dramatise the scribe and the card player. 
Rather he shows up the heroics of the epics as 
very costly solutions to the small problems of little 
men; of egos bruised and scores settled under the grand 
cover of a clash of good and evil; right and wrong, 
justice and in-justice. 
Here lies his modernism as opposed to the 
posturing of post-modernsit expression. And in the 
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small men's day to day life, we have a kaleidoscope of 
forms and techniques to highlight every nuance. 
If 'Scribe I" is in the recesses of soft brown 
pastel, the use of a subtle form of chiaroscuro in 
'Scribe IV' highlights an immense amount of energy 
being consumed by the paper on the desk. It radiates 
with it. 
In ' Scribe III' sitting crosslegged with a wooden 
writing tablet across his knees, tightly knit lines 
give one a paradigm. He is at his daily job to earn his 
daily bread. The different moods are communicated through 
different handling of the medium. 
In fact, this comes out even more sharply in his 
oils on canvas. In the painting of the scribe,where the 
composition is loosely tied together with an interplay 
of tones and we have an almost cartoon-like figure 
bending on an area of light, we have sharp contrast to 
'The Last Sermon From the Battlefield' . 
Here, in the scene from the epic, we find a very 
different treatement. The looseness and spontaneity of 
the scribe gives way to a tight composition built up 
out of a many-layered pigment superimposed on a slick, 
flat brown surface. Unlike the scribe, the highlights 
are in the figures themselves, in hand of Draupadi 
drawing a veil across her face in a defensive gesture 
and in the placid visage of Bhishma, resigned to fate 
and duty as he sees it. 
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The canvas teems with opposition and contrast. 
The contrast between the background and foreground, 
between the young woman and the old man, between the 
gesture of outrage and respose. 
This work is very different in treat'ement from 
the flow one perceives in the study of the scribe 
reminding one how life merely goes on while myths have 
to be assiduously constructed. 
"Khanna's gambler and scribe not only succeed 
in deconstructing the myth, that is easy enough. They 
go on to give us an altenative, the celebration of the 
mundane. They remind one that great deeds mean nothing 
unless they are seen in the ongoing context of hundreds 
of little things one does in a day"^. 
Indeed , Khanna is the artist of the ordinary in 
extraordinary situations that suddenly transpose with 
a Bhishma shot through with arrows. And we are greatful 
to the small man whose labour to earn his bread is no 
less heroic than than the endurance of the general in 
the myth. 
Indeed, it is this vision that reniforces the 
modernism of Khanna's technique,reminding us that there 
is no modern thought behind it. 
And those who would escape from the responsibility 
of generating good thinking through good art do so at 
their own risk and to their detriment. 
/ \ 
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My self Alok Bhardwaj Born in Aligarh on 8th 
January 1972. My father is a Creative artist -cum 
photographer by profession. He is very well known by 
his work. My mother is an artist in her self and a 
lover of nature too. I can say, that art is in my 
blood. My childhood was developed in a art environment. 
I passed my SSC exam from City High School of A.M.U. 
After completion of my high school, 
intermediate, & BA(Hons), I take five arts as main 
subject because personally. I feel that fine art has 
a very vast area, and everyone has a freedom to 
create something new in this field. Through all my 
studies I am more interested in drawing and painting. 
In my compositions I mostly uses bright colours 
and subjects are coming from general ideas. When I 
joined M.F.A. I was very much influenced by Krishen 
Khanna's style and his colour scheme. The freshness 
of colours in Krishen Khanna's paintings attracted 
me a lote. So I think it may be the reason that I use 
so bright colours in my compositions. 
In M.F.A. Final year I got a privlidge to 
write about my favourait artist. From many years I am 
influenced and attracted towards Krishen Khanna's 
painting so it was real adventure for me to made him 
as subject of my dissertation. 
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Krishen Khanna is an artist of International 
fame. I inspired a lote by the Khann's style of 
peculior compositions and distibution of contrast 
colour on the canvas. His way of creating figure on 
the canvas is very much fascenting me. 
Krishen Khanna usally prefer primary and fresh 
colours, which is also common in my paintings. I uses 
brush techinique in my compositions. I am more 
interested on the social aspects of Indian life. 
Krishen Khanna has graduated in his paintings 
from a figurative imaginary to a forthrightly non-
representational art the figure is consequential only 
as form without the figure. 
These things inspired me a lot but this is 
only my beginning. I have to do work hard. 
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After going through brief study of Krishen 
Khanna's Work and Style, technique of Painting, his 
life and his achivernents, we come to this conclusion 
that, Krishen Khanna is the artist of this contemporary 
age. 
These days Modern art has made its special 
mark in India. There are many artist in India, but a 
few artist, who achive the goal, and among few Krishen 
Khanna is like the main pillar of this contemporary 
world of art. 
Krishen Khanna's paintings begin to have a 
direct bearing on society for they portary the sinister 
and subtle forces that operate behind social 
institutions. The massive regimented thinking and 
schemes of annihilation which motivate war, or the 
concerted exploitation of man as labour in the 
commerical sphere in the former category the brass-
hats and the politicians who determine the cause of 
war who plot, plan and direct its operations. 
Art of Kr i shen Khanna i s a c e a s e l e s s 
questioning of values, a perpetual movement; i t cannot 
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be tethered, statically, to tradition; for, the 
experience of tradition is at a long remove from the 
artist's changed situation of today; the conjunctures 
are different and call forth different responses. 
Yet, in the modern context, a shrinking world has 
thrown its doors open to the interaction of dynamic 
movements of art; art has become an international 
expression, and ideas and meanings are irapidly 
disseminated across the frontiers of geography and 
poltics, to be transmuted ar rejected". An artist is 
in a continual becoming, a ceaseless discovery of 
himself; in this process there can be no absolutes, 
and the measure of his accomplishment is conditioned 
by change. The style of an artist cannot, therefore, 
be an immutable quality; the question is whether he 
is authentic in his formulations, whatever their 
impulsion, not whether he was arrived at a recognisable 
style, a kind of trade mark. 
His paintings there are some points which 
ought to be kept in mind to understand the 
metamorphosis that took place till the end of the 
fifties. Those who formed the hierchy then had been 
practicing figurative painting for fifteen 
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years.Figure painting were associated almost in 
separately with a litrary theme; often the subject, 
itself was the image Krishan Khanna's painted fisher 
woman, music and games. No doubt these paintings 
must have felt that figure game had been played out 
and non of them had gone through the whole graphic 
expressionism and presenting the view of life through 
them. He had hardly used the figures as a kind of 
symbols figure was done away when there was no need 
for symbolical expression. When Krishen Khanna reached 
the stage of painting musician music raticals and 
Ram Kumar reached the stage of potraying the land-
scape . 
Looking back at PAG now, Khanna admits that 
the group's achievement was "incredible". "When you 
want to get away from a tradition you have to condemn 
everything which these talented PAG artists did. 
They showed new ways for instance, the conventional 
way of painting was to flatten the paint cind the 
brush, whereas these guys were saying that if you 
want to lagao your paint, lagao it the way you want. 
There is no need to theorise about it. The PAG fellows 
were better than conventional painters who were 
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inhabiting institutions like the J. J. School of 
Art, " Khanna gives a rather long explanation Eor the 
rise and subsequent impact of "PAG" on Indian art. 
But in the modern age it has lost its irrportance 
to politics. If art was an effective means of solving 
our problems, the wars- as a terrible human activity 
- would have ceased after gog and Picasso. Artsts can 
only keep a candle burning, a small hope that all 
that is finest in humanity is not snuffed out 
perpetually. 
Quite critical of the persent art scene, 
the 71-year-old painter believes that young artists 
are not hardworking enough. "No art can happen unless 
there is proper riyaz. moreover, they are not critical 
of their own work. They don't get good feedback. They 
have hell of a long distance to go." He partly blames 
the critics too for they are not always true to their 
work. "Gone are the days of critics like Rudy von 
Lyden and Richard Bartholemew. 
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